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Abstract 

This research's main objectives are to explore the use of WhatsApp Sticker in 

male-only WhatsApp groups with the intention to find the most used WhatsApp 

Sticker theme and the situation where the most Sticker theme occurs. The data 

was collected from Mahallah Zaid Harithah (MZH), B6 WhatsApp group called 

the ‘Gua’ and was analysed using a content analysis method. There are a total of 

93 Stickers identified and the collected data were assigned to a specific theme 

based on the previous comment before. Based on the findings, it is shown that 

Silly Sticker is the most used sticker, and the sticker occurs in situations where 

someone is reacting to a certain statement, comment, message, or information and 

in a joking situation. It is also found that each Sticker theme can be used in various 

situations despite having its own assigned theme. As for future research, it is 

highly recommended that a bigger sample should be considered to ensure the data 

collection will be ampler and more outcomes can be drawn in the field of stickers 

in the WhatsApp group study. 
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INTRODUCTION 

WhatsApp is an application that enables people to connect without spending any 

money. Primarily used for text messaging, the WhatsApp application has 

developed in past years, and enables the user to make a call and video call. 

Caetano et al. (2018), mentioned that WhatsApp messenger application, one of 

the fastest-growing integrated with the global information technology 

infrastructure, has 1.5 billion users who deliver about 60 billion messages each 

day. This platform blends one-tone, one-to-many and community interaction by 
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providing private chats, broadcasts and public group chats that enable the user to 

send messages and media, such as audio, picture, and video, as well as file in a 

variety of formats. 

WhatsApp also is well known for offering a graphical icon that helps its 

users to express their feelings while text messaging. Ever since its implementation 

in the 1970s, text-based computer-based interaction has been enhanced by a 

graphic icon that conveys feeling and thought. It has always been implemented 

and embraced within multiple generations, like emoticons, emojis, and, more 

lately, stickers. Thus, every wave has helped bring more diverse and elaborate 

graphics. At the same time, several other cohesions have been sustained as the 

main player within each set portrayal of emotions related with expression like 

grin, laughter, smirk, drool, and non-verbal action, for example, flipping, flirting, 

and mocking (Konrad et al. 2019). 

The emergence of Emoji, Emoticon and Sticker in the WhatsApp 

application has contributed to an increase in the number of users choosing to use 

the WhatsApp application compared to other social text messaging applications. 

According to Al-Maroof et al. (2020), the recently introduced media component, 

the sticker in the WhatsApp application, deserves more recognition to show its 

real use and benefit. Emoji has been commonly used to build the use of an 

expression of emotion and enhance the consumer experience. The "increasingly 

common" use of emoji lays the groundwork for a comparative study of diverse 

microbes in user perception and needs around the world. However, some 

innovation and imagination have been imposed using a sticker that is newly used 

in WhatsApp. Novelty and imagination are two prominent variables that have 

never been addressed to them as far as emoji are involved. Lack of large animated 

and stationary figure-imposed restrictions on the part of the consumer across 

countries. To put it another way, emoji are limited, depend on Unicode, accessible 

via a standardized keyboard. Users cannot modify them to meet their personal 

needs. These facts stand in contrast to the sticker since the sticker is larger, static, 

and animated. 

Nevertheless, there are many academic papers that discuss WhatsApp 

application and Emoji solely, however, there is a lack of research done on the 

usage of Sticker in WhatsApp application exclusively in a large setting like 

WhatsApp group. This statement was supported by Al-Maroof et al. (2020), in 

their research they mentioned that while emoji have indeed been studied by 

scholars and caught the attention of scholarly and non-academic circumstance, 

only a few researches have concentrated on the role of the sticker in online 

communication. Thus, this academic paper will bridge the gap between the usage 

of Sticker and online communication tool, WhatsApp application. 
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To add, there is also a major confusion between the term emoticon, emoji, 

and sticker. In past years, all three terms have been used interchangeably as one, 

Emoji. Many newspaper articles and blogs, for example, have always used the 

term interchangeably to refer to one another and some like to call ‘Sticker’ as the 

‘new Emoji’ (Are Stickers the New Emoji? 2020). Nevertheless, each term is 

different from one another despite serving the same purpose, to express users' 

emotional expression in texting. Stickers vary to emoji such that they are not 

required to display a specified set of symbols since they are not components of 

the Unicode format. (Are Stickers the New Emoji? 2020). Thus, the little 

difference between both terms has not been further studied by any researchers as 

they deem that Sticker is part of Emoji which results in the lack of research about 

Sticker usage solely. Therefore, this academic paper wants to explain the below 

questions: 

1.     What is the most used WhatsApp Sticker theme among male-only 

WhatsApp groups? 

2.  In what situation does the most used WhatsApp Sticker theme among 

male-only WhatsApp groups occur? 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

WhatsApp 

WhatsApp may be a little-known media platform in the United States 

(US), but it is an ongoing phenomenon all over the world. To explain the success 

of WhatsApp, it needs to clearly be understood that it is among the earliest 

smartphone apps to provide non-charges, social media texting. Rather than 

sending text over cellular data connections, whereby charges can occur, 

WhatsApp relies primarily on Wi-Fi connectivity to transmit and receive 

information and calls without charge. Rapidly growing throughout the year, 

WhatsApp has favoured over 2 billion active people for its capability to simplify 

messaging, regardless of their platform or place (Goodwin, 2020). 

Research done by Caetano et al. (2018) has stated that in their study, they 

found that as many as the majority of the people of Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, 

Germany, Brazil, Mexico, and Turkey were heavy users of WhatsApp in 2017. In 

addition, studies from the Reuters Institute Digital News Research 2018 indicate 

an increase in the use of messaging apps, namely WhatsApp, as media outlets in 

many places of the globe. This study shows that the use of WhatsApp for 

information has mostly risen throughout 2014 and has exceeded Twitter as a 

messaging platform in several regions. Another possible explanation for this is 

that people are searching for more secure and private space to interact. WhatsApp 
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has also proved to be an effective forum for propaganda and political ads, having 

played a pivotal role in voting in Brazil, India, Kenya, Malaysia, Mexico, and 

Zimbabwe, for example. 

Sticker 

Sticker is a bigger emoticon that is mainly used for chat service chat. They 

are common amongst those, especially in Asia since they aid in expressing 

feelings and are much more visible than text lines. Stickers usually come in sets 

containing up to a handful, which are mostly available for free download and then 

use, although certain apps cost $1/$2 for exclusive packages that can be 

personalized for companies, goods, or limited-edition occasions (Russell, 2013). 

Further explained by Russell (2013), stickers are both a combination 

between animations and Japanese frowny 'emojis.' Both of which are popular in 

Japan—the birthplace of manga. Once both came along, they offered Japanese 

phone users an excitingly fresh way of expressing feelings and emotions with 

quirkiness. Not to say that perhaps the idea of accumulating your private 

collection is often appealing. 

Similarly, it is said that "stickers become modern emojis." They are now 

as prominent as emoji throughout Asian countries, if not even more famous. Even 

so, much less understood about the acceptance and usage of stickers in American 

societies. (Konrad et al. 2019). Supported by Al-Maroof et al. (2020), they 

mentioned that Stickers may develop special conciseness in the mind of 

consumers that encourage users to create custom experiences and various levels 

of participation or usage. Stickers should be used more often to represent their 

particular unique and beautiful personal desires. 

WhatsApp and Sticker 

Since adding emojis and photo functions, status, and interactive GIFs to 

make the communication even more enjoyable and interactive on its platform, 

WhatsApp follows in the footsteps of its mother company, Facebook with the 

release of digital stickers. WhatsApp is also starting to carry out another major 

update on both Apple OS and Android OS over the next few years, by releasing a 

few packs of stickers that are designed by their developers and sometimes by other 

creators (Carey-Simos, 2018). 

For the past several years at WhatsApp, the concept of stickers has been a 

sort of a controversial issue. WhatsApp has often concentrated on itself as a 

central service, neglecting functions that might plausibly be seen as mere 

novelties. However, over years, people have moved from short messages to richer 

media such as images, videos, voice messages, and phone calls. Promoting digital 
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media for connectivity, given they have added real benefits to users, has always 

been one of the WhatsApp brand developments (Song, 2019). 

Stickers have become a very prominent aspect of online communication, 

with WhatsApp serving as an especially significant means throughout that period. 

Stickers are indeed a relatively new feature for WhatsApp, having originated with 

the messaging app's parent firm, Facebook. However, while WhatsApp now has 

a small selection for stickers, numerous third-party companies are offering sticker 

packs that many users love integrating into their text discussions (Muhammad, 

2020). 

Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) 

CAT seems to be a paradigm of conversation that is focused on the 

modifications that people make while they communicate. The theory was coined 

by Howard Giles, a communication professor at the University of California, who 

describes it as when people try to stress or reduce social disparities among those 

with whom they interact. The components that contribute to the accommodation 

activity are modifications, which can be done verbally or by behaviours. The idea 

comes from the expression adjustment theory, which explains how psychological 

principles might help us interpret speaking style. The notion, nevertheless, 

encompasses a broader variety of issues, such as nonverbal cues and body motions 

(Communication Accommodation Theory, 2014). 

The concept of CAT discusses a person's proclivity to change their 

behaviour when communicating. The action is described to regulate the social 

gaps among the participants. Humans adjust their interaction habits to gain 

acceptance and present a favourable picture to the interlocutor. The setting 

wherein they communicate influences their contact actions as well 

(Communication Accommodation Theory, 2014). 

● Convergence – Convergence is a strategy whereby someone tries to 

change other people's interaction patterns to close social gaps. 

● Divergence - The process works against the adaptability technique, and 

the personal emphasis is on the cognitively and behavioural differences 

between the participants in this scenario. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

In this research, male students of Mahallah Zaid Harithah (MZH), located 

at Pagoh Edu Hub, Jalan Panchor, Muar, Johor, who occupied Block B6 have 

their own WhatsApp group called ‘Gua’. The WhatsApp group was created back 

on October 13th, 2017. There are a total of 254 participants in the WhatsApp 
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group ranging from first-year students to fourth-year students. In 2021, a second 

WhatsApp group for Block B6 of MZH was created, called ‘Gua 2.0’. 

The research was conducted by gathering Sticker use by male students of 

MZH B6 male WhatsApp group dated from November 2020 to January 2021, 

three months, until the data reached a saturation point where the identified 

Stickers found are denoted with the same situation as in the previous situation. 

There are a total of 93 Stickers used, identified, and gathered in a span of three 

months taken from the MZH B6 male WhatsApp group. 

A qualitative approach is being conducted to explore the WhatsApp 

Sticker usage in male-only WhatsApp groups. This academic paper applied a 

content analysis method by setting a criterion of WhatsApp Sticker that was 

found. The set of criteria serve as a guideline for the researcher to distinguish 

between Stickers and Emoji. The set criteria are: 

i. Stickers send in MZH B6 male WhatsApp group 

ii. Stickers that were sent from November 2020 to January 2021 

iii. Stickers send are in static and/or moving gif 

This paper has conducted a manual search for the Stickers as the Stickers 

sent in the conversation chat room cannot be browsed using the WhatsApp search 

engine. The found data were then screenshotted then the data were transferred into 

Microsoft Office Word form. A total of 129 Stickers found a quarter of the amount 

was moving gif Stickers while the rest are static Stickers. 

Later, a further process of identification was done to find the saturation 

point of the data that was collected by identifying the same Stickers that had been 

used. The result of the process found a total of 93 Stickers collected in a spent 

three month. The data collected were then put into a table and assigned to its theme 

accordingly. 

The collected and identified data were analysed using the three processes 

as presented below: 

Process 1: Identification of the theme related to the Stickers 

Process 2: Identification of the context/content used with the Stickers 

Process 3: Identification of the number of Stickers that occurs 
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FINDINGS 

RQ 1: What is the most used WhatsApp Sticker theme among male-only 

WhatsApp groups? 

Based on Table 4.1, there are a total of 93 Stickers identified. A total of 

13 themes were derived based on the context/content in which the Stickers occurs. 

The themes that were identified are Agree Sticker, Angry Sticker, Custom Sticker, 

Cute Sticker, Inappropriate Sticker, Islamic Sticker, Promotion Sticker, Question 

Sticker, Silly Sticker, Worried Sticker, Gif Sticker, Surprise Sticker, and Unknow 

Sticker. 

The most used Sticker theme is Silly Sticker theme with a total of 37 

Stickers, followed by Cute Sticker theme used 15 times. Inappropriate Sticker 

theme came in third with a total of eight stickers used while Agree Sticker theme 

came in fourth with just a total of seven stickers used. Question Sticker theme is 

being used five times while Custom theme and Promotion theme Sticker are being 

used four times each. Next, Angry theme and Islamic theme Sticker have a total 

of three stickers being used each. Later, the Worried theme, Gif Sticker and 

Unknown Sticker are being used twice each based on the observation done. 

Surprisingly, Surprise theme Sticker came in last with just one usage. 

Table 1: Frequency of Sticker Themes 

Sticker Example Sticker 

Theme 

Context/Content Number of 

Sticker 

Used 

 

Silly Joking and react to a certain 

comment or reply to a 

previous sticker 

37 

 

Cute Show reaction to a comment  

to end the conversation 

15 

 

Inappropriate Use vulgar and sexy images 

to give a reaction to a certain 

comment 

8 

 

Agree Agree on a certain comment 

or confirming on a certain 

comment 

7 
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Question Asking for confirmation or 

to end a conversation 

5 

 

Custom Made by using students own 

face and body with insert 

caption to promote that 

person 

4 

 

Promotion Use of club and event poster 

to promote a certain event 

4 

 

Angry React to silly comments or 

joking to show frustration 

3 

 

Islamic React to inappropriate 

comment and show Islamic 

saying 

3 

 

Worried To show concern on a 

certain matter 

2 

 

Gif Sticker Silly moving sticker to show 

a reaction to a certain 

comment 

2 

 

Unknow Inconsequential to the 

comment and have no proper 

determination of the sticker 

used 

2 

 

Surprise React to a sudden comment 1 

Total 93 
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RQ 2: In what situation does the most used WhatsApp Sticker theme among 

male-only WhatsApp groups occur? 

To answer the question about the situation that the most used WhatsApp 

Sticker theme among male only WhatsApp groups occurs, the previous comment 

or discussion that took place before the stickers were used need to be taken into 

account. Most stickers were used to show a reaction to a certain statement or 

discussion among male students in MZH B6 WhatsApp group. 

There are several situations related to Silly theme sticker usage, firstly, the 

silliest theme sticker is used in a situation in which one reacts to a certain 

statement, comment, message, or information, for example, Participant A 

answered a question asked by Participant B in the group who want to know about 

the new university credit hours requirement. Later Participant A answered by 

stating a statement that the new university requirement course, course code LEED 

is obligated to take, and it is valued at 3 credit hours which indicated that the class 

hour will be longer. In response to the statement, Participant B used a sticker with 

a picture of a ‘BEAR’ along with a caption stating ‘This is UN-BEAR-ABLE’ to 

show that he cannot bear with the new university credit hours requirement as it is 

considered too long. 

There is also Participant C who used a sticker with the picture of a white 

cartoon character sitting at a corner in a depressing position showing that he feels 

depressed with the new university requirement. Participant D shows his 

frustration by sending an Angry theme sticker, the sticker shows a picture of 

Menhera-chan (Japanese girl anime-style character in a black hoodie) flipping her 

hand out of frustration. Participant E also expressed his frustration by using a 

sticker with a picture of a white cute character smashing his phone on the ground 

until the ground break to indicate his dissatisfaction. 

Another example is when Participant F sent a message to show his support 

for a candidate for the presidential election in the group during the election period. 

The message describes the candidate achievement to inform other participants in 

the group about the candidate’s credibility who is running for the presidential 

position, in which later Participant G reply with a stickers ‘#PADU’ while 

Participant H reacts with a sticker ‘MANTAP’ consisting of the word ‘MAN’ and 

a computer keyboard ‘TAB’ button towards Participants F message to show their 

support towards the message. 

There are also some other participants who use Cute theme stickers to 

react towards the message. Participant I used a sticker with an emoji face having 

blue star eyes to show that he admires the candidates who are running for the 

presidential position. On the other hand, other participants, Participant J who is 

believed to be the best friend to one of the candidates who ran for the presidential 
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position, took the opportunity to promote his friend by sending a Promotional 

theme sticker and Custom theme sticker of the candidate. The Promotional theme 

sticker has the picture of the candidate manifesto poster describing the vision and 

mission as well as their manifestos while a Custom theme sticker, a picture of the 

candidate in formal attire showing their credibility to influence others to vote for 

them. By the end of the conversation, Participant F who believe to have started 

the conversation, ended the discussion by reminding all the other participants in 

the group to cast vote during the election period which in response Participants K 

replied with an Agree theme sticker of Menhera-chan saying ‘OKAY’ as a gesture 

he agrees and noted the message. 

Next, in a situation where one reacts to a piece of certain information 

given, where some participant uses a sticker with a picture of a surprised Indian 

man with the caption ‘ADA BUTOL KA MACHAA’ (correct spelling in Bahasa 

Malaysia: ‘Ada betul ke, Macha?’, which translates to ‘Are you sure, Macha?’ 

where the word ‘Macha’ used means brother in Tamil) to react to the sudden 

appearance of fellow warden at the block area to perform a spot-check process 

from room to room. Another participant used a Gif theme sticker (moving sticker) 

of a male cartoon character running speedily indicating that he is in panic. In 

another case, Participant L commented about his dissatisfaction with the new rules 

implemented by the university during the covid-19 quarantine period. 

Then Participants M replied to the comment with a sticker of 

‘ULTRAMAN’ (a Japanese hero character) picture with a caption stating 

‘JANGAN BEGITU, AWAK BUDAK DEGREE KAN?’ (the English 

translation: ‘Don’t be like that, you’re a degree student, right?’) to calm 

Participant L. Participant N also commented with a sticker of two naked cartoon 

men in which one of the characters is trying to calm his partner by whispering 

‘SHUUU’ as it is believed that participant M is trying to calm Participant K using 

a silly sticker. 

Secondly, male students of the Mahallah Zaid Harithah (MZH) B6 

WhatsApp group mostly use Silly theme stickers in situations when they are 

joking with each other. For instance, Participant O mocking Participant P 

favourite football team, later Participant Q follow Participant O to mock 

Participants P by using a sticker of Manchester United F.C goalkeeper picture 

‘David DeGea’ but the name was changed to ‘Di Gua’ which refer to the losing 

team need to enter a cave to mourn. Then another Participant R appears with a 

sticker of Arsenal F.C player with the caption ‘APA BUYEH BUAT’ (correct 

spelling in Bahasa Malaysia: ‘Apa boleh buat?’, which translates to ‘What can be 

done?’), the picture of the player is Thomas Pertey in which the pronunciation of 

‘Pertey’ is similar to the pronunciation of ‘Party’ which indicates that Participant 

R is also mocking Participant P by saying nothing can be done. To respond to the 
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mocking acts, Participant P sent a sticker with a picture of one of Liverpool F.C 

players, Fabinho wearing a questioning face to indicate he questions all those 

mocking acts. 

In another case, still in relation to the mocking situation, silly theme 

stickers are also being used to prank someone in the group. For example, 

Participant S sent a viral message about an advertisement of the university that is 

seeking candidates who want to volunteer to be a Naqib (Facilitator) for the 

subject Usrah Budi (study circle). Every participant of the group starts to tag the 

person they think worthy who is Participant T and Participant T replied with a 

sticker of a fat boy hiding behind a thin light stand to indicate that he did not want 

to volunteer for the position. Participant U who also was tagged used a sticker of 

two little anime girls pointing towards each other with the caption ‘ANJING’ 

(English translation: Dog) as a response to the others who were mocking him 

earlier for being the volunteer. 

In the presence of joking situation where silly sticker mostly used, there is 

also a present of inappropriate sticker theme in which Participant V express his 

thought or overview on the issue of limited parking spaces at the block, later 

Participant W sends a sticker to try to calm the heated discussion down by using 

an inappropriate sticker theme of Upin and Ipin cartoon featuring Kak Ros laying 

beside Tok Dalang with a caption ‘MANTAP TOK DALANG’ (English 

translation: Feeling good) with the intention of joking and ended the discussion. 

Upon seeing the sticker sent by Participant W, Participant X joined in by sending 

another inappropriate sticker with a picture of a girl showing her cleavage with 

the caption ‘HADEEH’ (exclamation sign) showing his dissatisfaction with the 

sticker used by Participant W as a joke. Participant Y also joins the conversation 

by putting a sticker with a picture of cartoon dicks laughing while in response 

Participant Z sends a sticker of a chicken with the head of a dick along with a 

caption ‘PATUK DIA STEPHEN’ (English translation: Bite him Stephen), 

participating in the conversation. 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The objective of this paper is to explore the usage of WhatsApp stickers 

among male in male only WhatsApp group. Based on the finding it shows that 

Silly theme stickers are being identified to be the most used sticker themes among 

male students of MZH B6 WhatsApp group. This is not a surprise as in a previous 

study conducted by Ruangkanjanases and Wutthisith (2018), it has been found 

that male indeed tends to be playful even with their sticker of choice be that the 

sticker is silly or comical as playfulness creates a sense of excitement and 

entertainment during sending stickers in the communication process. This 

explains the reason why there are so many stickers used among the male of MZH 
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B6 WhatsApp group in their daily interaction with each other as it makes the 

conversation more exciting and entertaining. 

Following Research Question2, the situations where the most used 

WhatsApp Sticker theme is being used can be identified in a situation in which 

one reacts to a certain statement, comment, message, or information. Based on the 

mentioned situation, a pattern can be seen in which once a person replies or 

comments on certain statement using stickers, others tend to follow the action, 

thus, show that people adjust their communication pattern to be part of the 

conversation, to be accepted depending on the setting that they are in (Elhami, 

2020). The process of Convergence can be truly seen in this kind of situation as 

participants tend to follow the previous participants’ ways of communicating 

upon observing the conversation. Based on the finding also it can be seen that if 

none of the participants uses emoji others will not also use emoji in the 

conversation.   

It is also found that based on the situation where most stickers are being 

used, there is an element of preference. Participants of this research show that they 

tend to reply using stickers towards the person of their liking for example a person 

tends to use a promotion sticker or custom sticker during the election period to 

indicate their preference. This is linked with research done by Adams et al. (2018), 

who found that liking can result in a person using a certain sticker in the 

conversation even in the most casual situation, or in this research commenting on 

a certain statement to promote or defend someone in the election period of their 

liking. Nevertheless, in a situation where power or rank is concerned, participants 

of this research show no such hierarchy which is the same as previous research by 

Adams et al. (2018), where there is no distinct power difference between males in 

communication. This can be explained that male participants of this research do 

not concern themselves with their status as senior or junior, however, if a 

participant has a liking to certain other participants, they tend to start using 

stickers to communicate even in large groups consisting of many others.   

Overall, it can be seen that Silly theme stickers are being used often by 

male students in most situations like reacting to a certain statement, comment, 

message, or information and joking. Despite being male-only a WhatsApp group, 

the participants did not show any hesitation to use cute theme stickers which 

usually go against their normal of male masculinity. Next, this also shows that 

regarding the framework of Communication Accommodation Theory in male-

only WhatsApp group there is an absence of such things as hierarchy or rank. 

Participants of this research show that they can accept, welcome, and start any 

conversation with other participants in the group without having to worry about 

the social gap as it can easily be eliminated. Lastly, both Convergence and 

Divergence are equally used by all the participants to accommodate into the 
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conversation so that they can adapt to the situation or know what kind of sticker 

to use in the given setting and know what to use or not to use in a certain situation. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the findings of this research, stickers are widely used even 

among the male gender in all various situations in online group communication. 

This finding helps to enhance more understanding about gender equality where 

usually only the female gender is always associated with emotional expression in 

online communication, while this research found that male gender also equally 

uses stickers to express their emotion in almost every situation. 

The limitation of this study is that the study was done in a limited time 

which is within three months. The data collected within the time frame was at the 

near to the end of the year and early new year, thus, the participants in the group 

are busy with their final assignment or new year preparation to fully engage in the 

WhatsApp group discussion. In addition, due to the lack of engagement from the 

participants, the situation is hard to be kept track of as one situation escalates to 

another hence, making the previous point of discussion void or the sticker used in 

the previous discussion meaningless to the new situation. 

Future research is recommended to broaden the sample and population to 

a larger scale of participants as a larger sample and population will have more 

data to be analysed. In broadening the sample and population, future research can 

apply a mixed gender as the participants for the samples and population so that a 

comparison between gender in the usage of stickers can be analysed. In addition, 

due to the nature of this research being a content analysis method that is exposed 

to biasness, future research is suggested to conduct an interview session with the 

participants to minimize the possibility of biasness of the collected data. 
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